Empowering and Motivating You to Succeed!

Kenny J. Anderson’s Profile
Travels from Utah, US

As an International consultant, speaker, and Bestselling author,
Kenny J. Anderson has traveled the world discovering the Common
Denominators for Success in both corporate and personal excellence.
Tap into some of the most brilliant minds around the globe to
discover your blueprint for success.
Through extensive personal research and powerful insights taken
from his interviews with successful leaders across the globe,
Anderson has created a powerful business and leadership
development program that produces measurable results for
organizations and individuals worldwide.
Anderson is an energizing and dynamic speaker who uses
motivational stories and a bit of humor to connect with and inspire
audiences. Audience members learn to identify needs, apply correct
principles, set goals, and implement them to achieve results.
Anderson provides the tools and resources that ensure optimal
performance. His no-excuses, just-results approach is contagious
and empowering.
Anderson recently completed a World Tour covering 55,000 miles in
50 days, visiting 15 countries and 6 continents talking with leaders in
business, sports, entertainment, and government. Among his
interviews were Ambassadors of countries, Olympic athletes, World
class entertainers, and top CEO's. Anderson now applies these
experiences to his powerful leadership model to produce systemic
results within organizations, increasing production and efficiency.

Specialties: Corporate, Real Estate

Anderson's most-requested seminars include:










Blueprint For Success: Learn the seven
Common Denominators For Success
shared by leaders throughout the world.
World Tour Experience: Discover what
other great leaders from around the world
have revealed about their secrets to
personal success. Learn the dividend
mentality.
Diversify Your Life
Portfolio: Maximize your time to meet
your personal and professional needs.
Breakout: Break through limiting
barriers and tap into peak performance.
You are the Message: Learn to
communicate your message with power!
Mastering the Art of Execution: How
to turn your objective into strategic
mastery every time.



Please Call for Fees
Get results by creating value with vision
Anderson, founder and CEO of Leaper Footwear LLC, discovered
his own success as an entrepreneur as an inventor of a globally
recognized shoe patent, revolutionizing the sports shoe industry.
Anderson has also been a top producer as a financial advisor and as a
real estate professional, closing over 200 million dollars in real estate
transactions. Now as a Bestselling author, and International speaker
and business consultant, Kenny J Anderson has developed a Global
leadership program that has impacted audiences and organizations
worldwide.

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:

Testimonial:
"Kenny did a remarkable job relating to the
international audience and his address
resonated very well with our group. ... Kenny's
remarks transcended cultural and
geographical barriers and focused on the
human element of equation thus ensuring that
everyone took something form his remarks
which benefited them individually as well as
our network as a whole."
Orlando J. Casares, Principal,
First Law International (FLI)
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